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A computer musician composing in the age of climate change will benefit from considering the state of the earth today, and the interaction of music
and nature. I discuss a dual approach incorporating music and science in my works which are often shaped by natural sound, environmental con
cerns, stochastic processes and algorithms.
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Can computer music save the earth? It might seem to be
a silly question at first. How can music, an art form, save
anything, except perhaps our emotional states, through
peaceful or joyful engagement with sound? Does creat
ing or listening to music have an impact beyond the per
sonal, emotional and occasionally informative aspects?
Even if music can induce a listener to be motivated to
work for changes in environmental policy, would our
community of listeners be large enough to implement
these changes? Is there a potential for reaching out and
changing minds of significant numbers of people? What
ever the answers to these questions are, the reality is,
according to recent studies, that the state of the earth
appears to be currently at a tipping point. Without strong
actions in the near future, we are facing predictions of a
hot, miserable and dangerous future.

What is the State of the Earth?
On September 28, 2021, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice announced that it has determined that twenty three
new species are now extinct. This includes a fish, the Sci
oto madtom, last seen the year I was born in my state of
Ohio. U.S. Secretary of the Interior Deb Haaland com
ments in this report on �climate change and natural area
loss pushing more and more species to the brink. (Hires
2021) While diminishing biological diversity is an indirect
threat to human life, even more alarming information is
found in a report released by the United Nation�s Inter
governmental Panel on Climate Change in August 2021,
stating that green house emissions from human activity
will even in the best case scenario, continue to warm the
planet for at least thirty more years, causing increased
heat waves, wildfires, floods, downpours, and draughts.
Global sea levels will rise for 2,000 more years. Change is
happening more and more rapidly, and there is a only a
narrow window in which cutting emissions could still
effectively limit the most severe implications for the fu
ture. (Fountain 2021) Many of you or your children may

be alive in the second half of this century, and will expe
rience whatever we are able to accomplish in limiting
climate change and preserving a habitable and beautiful
environment. Without decisive action, however, cata
strophic consequences will follow. I believe that those of
us with the education to understand the problem must
take action, listen to the scientists, and find solutions.

In Thornton Wilder�s play Our Town, the character Emily
realizes after her death, �Oh Earth, you�re too wonderful
for anybody to realize you. Do any human beings ever
realize life while they live it � every, every minute?�
While Emily was talking about moments of family experi
ences that humans pass through, blind to the nuances,
the same is true of our relationship with nature. How
else could we have come to the point of irrevocably un
balancing our own life sustaining environment?

Technological Impact on the Environment

Manufacturing computers has a negative environmental
impact from the energy and chemicals used, and those of
us who use computers to create music might consider
this. Finding ways to prolong the life of these tools, such
using a computer for additional time could reduce this
impact.

Sound has also been used in medical devices in ways that
may actually be harmful. When visiting my mother in the
hospital in 2012, I noticed how the machines monitoring
patients� physical states tended to emit repetitive beeps
that often clashed with other device�s sounds. These
alarms were intended to be noticeable so that the pa
tient received better care, but the result was distressing.
These beeps are generally simple on and off events, un
changing in frequency, timbre, amplitude and rhythm. I
wondered how the ill could possibly relax enough to
sleep well and heal, with the noise of these beeps. Re
cently researchers have worked to make these sounds
more natural and less stressful using whistling and sing
ing sounds. (Rueb 2019)
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Nature in Arts and Music
In exploring what a computer music composer can do to
promote environmental awareness and sustainable living
on earth, I decided to look first at particularly interesting
examples of influences of nature on the arts, and then at
the relationship with nature in my own music.

Art and Music Inspired by Nature

Art inspired by nature can be found throughout the ages,
in many styles, with realistic or abstract depictions of
nature. An example that speaks to me is Monet�s paint
ing Rocks at Port Goulphar, Belle Île, which exposes the
colors and textures of dramatic rock structures and water
of an island south of Brittany.

Figure 1. Claude Monet�s Rocks at Port Goulphar, Belle Île (1886).

Monet at various times called the views �terrifying� or
�extremely beautiful� and engaged fiercely with painting
them, sometimes working 14 hours per day. His state
ment �paint what you really see, not what you think you
ought to see� (Jones 2020) are as revolutionary for sound
as it was for painting. Translated into the musical world,
�compose what you really hear, not what you think you
ought to hear� would do away with a lot of music that
never should have been written based on misconcep
tions, and compel the composer to authentically engage
with sound. Not to disparage imaginative new concepts
of music, but they must be based on listening deeply.

Frank Lloyd Wright�s Falling Water house was built in
1939 over a waterfall, exhibiting the architect�s approach
to organic architecture. This award winning work allows
the structure built for humans and nature to coexist nat
urally.

In music, bird songs and other natural sounds have often
inspired composers. It may be that our ideas of melodic
contours and even speech patterns have been influenced
by earlier humans listening to bird sounds. Olivier Mes

siaen analyzed various bird songs in detail, and incorpo
rated them into his ensemble work Oiseaux Exotiques
(1955 56). John Cage, who was influenced by Taoism,
Zen Buddhism and the Journals of Henry David Thoreau
�spoke of music as a model of benign ecological relations
between human beings and the natural world,� His in
terest in silence furthered his idea of liberating sounds
from abstract ideas about them, to let them exist as
simply themselves. (Ingram 2006) His work Child of Tree
consists of instructions to a percussionist to improvise
with amplified plant materials, such as a pod from a Poi
ciana tree, and the spines of a cactus, which are plucked.
He wrote in For The Birds, �I hope my music will help us
in accepting the importance of ecology in music.� Other
composers include Pauline Oliveros, whose Tree/Peace
for violin, cello and piano explored the life cycle of a tree.
Annea Lockwood has created installation sound maps
that bring various points along a river into one�s listening
world. John Luther Adams�s The Place Where You Listen
allows the geological world of Alaska to control the in
stallation�s sound and lighting. I have also taken interest
in work related to nature by Frances White, Judy Klein,
and the soundscapes or soundwalks of Barry Truax, R.
Murray Schafer, Hildergarde Westerkamp and Leah Bar
clay.

Reviewing my own work since the 1980�s, I found that at
least half of my pieces have a direct connection to nature,
and many others are influenced aesthetically by process
es related in some way to natural processes. I studied
Buddhism in my early years, and also have practiced Tai
Ch�i Chuan intermittently since 1980. In the practice of
tai chi, movements which focus the mind and body in a
tranquil way are often described by natural references
such as �stork spreads its wings�, �needle to the bottom
of the sea,� and �stroking bird�s tail�. I have found these
calming practices to increase my appreciation for the
natural word, and that they facilitate finding musical in
sights from nature.

Nature based Works
My dual interests in music and science lead me to elec
tronic and computer music in the first place, and many
pieces involve natural sound, sound environments or
scientific concepts from nature. The pieces I have created
that relate most clearly to nature are generally in one or
more of four categories: 1, based on natural sound, data
or images, 2, use instruments to create sound related to
natural sound, 3, use algorithms that have some connec
tion to a natural process, or 4, pieces designed as warn
ings against environmental problems.

Works Based on Natural Sound or Data
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Nature has provided materials for many of my works.

Early electronic works include Occurrents (1986), an ana
log magnetic tape piece based on water sounds, created
at the University of Illinois Experimental Music Studios.
Later when I was studying for my D.M.A. at Columbia
University, my brother gave me a recording of Humpback
whale sounds. I digitized the sounds and created a com
puter music piece �Whalesong.� Both of these pieces
were based on recorded natural sound.
Sound 1. Excerpt of Whalesong (1989) by Mara Helmuth.

Bird sounds have inspired a number of my pieces. Charyl
Kneevers (Zehfus) created a beautiful song about endan
gered species entitled Star Geese (1987), and I added an
electronic track of geese like sounds.

In 1997 I composed Abandoned Lake in Maine (Helmuth,
2007), a stereo fixed format piece. Traveling in Wisconsin,
I found a compact disk with recorded loon sounds. Upon
listening I remembered hearing these sounds as a child
on family vacations in the north woods, on Whitefish
Lake, near Hayward. I created the piece with loon sounds
using my granular sampling programs, which I will discuss
in the section on algorithms. There were four very dis
tinct original loon sounds: the hoot, the yodel, the
tremolo and the call, which is heard at the beginning of
Sound 2. The call and the tremolo were most conducive
to creating varied textures so I tended to experiment
with processing more with these sounds. In this excerpt
unprocessed natural sound is heard at the beginning and
end, and altered sound is in the middle.
Sound 2. Excerpt of Abandoned Lake in Maine (1997) by Mara Helmuth.

This piece alternated between natural sound segments
and processed sound. I found the transitions from natu
ral to processed sound to be easy to manage, but the
transitions from the processed sound back to natural
sound had to be handled extremely carefully to avoid
awkwardness. I attributed this unexpected difference in
perception to aural expectations regarding natural sound.
It is not unusual to hear natural sound transformed in
movies, TV or other computer music pieces. Natural
soundscapes might change gradually into transformed
sound worlds. Returning, however, to a totally realistic
sound environment in my piece required some disrup
tion of the sense of digital media, a knock or scrape to
make the abrupt change work, or a very gradual return
from a processed sound into something that resembles a
natural sound, to allow the listener to realign with the
pure natural soundscape again. For example, I used a
windy noisy transformation to easy back into the natural
soundscape at the end of Sound 1. Original soundscape
recordings often have several layers, such as wind noise,
crickets, and loon calls, and expectations about what is in

each layer and the amplitude relationships between lay
ers, once heard, are strong. If just one layer is primarily
transformed, to return to all three layers suddenly can
seem jarring. Working with a return to the original
soundscape after extreme alterations of natural sound
can pose compositional challenges. This may point to the
importance of natural sound being heard as authentic,
even in a context of a computer music composition
where processing can be conspicuous and necessary.

This piece was overtly political in that samples of a natu
ralist�s voice were processed, as were some storm like
sounds, to create a climax warning of the threat to the
natural environment of the loon.

Loonspace (Helmuth 2000) was created for Allen Otte
and the Percussion Group Cincinnati, using the mainly
the loon material from the previous piece. An algorithmic
percussion score for unspecified instruments generated
by a C program was interpreted by the group. The in
strumentalists� convincing choices of compatible instru
ments and playing techniques determined the success of
this piece. The acoustic instruments created bird like
sounds and other nature sounds. This piece was more a
sonic environment, than a composition.

Rock Music was a sonification based on Matanuska glac
ier data. A geologist friend, Teresa Davis, spent much of
her summer in 2004 in Alaska measuring lake sediment
data. When she mentioned �grain frequencies� and oth
er descriptions of lake sediment which sounded similar
to granular synthesis parameters, I decided to map her
data into some synthesis programs. The resulting project
could only be called �Rock Music� and probably because
the dual scientific/artistic approach, was particularly sat
isfying. The challenge here was to finding expressive and
evocative mappings between data and sound parameters.
The potential of this technique is promising for the future,
with other types of data.

Works with Instruments or Voice Based on Nature

Rippling, a fully improvised work, was a piece I created in
2000 for Pauline Oliveros�s Deep Listening Retreat in Hal
iburton Forest and Wildlife Reserve, in Ontario, Canada.
This week long series of deep listening sessions in nature
involved many singers, and much of the work we did in
cluded vocal improvisation. Rippling was a score consist
ing of wavy, rippling lines, meant to inspire people ca
noeing in a lake to interact sonically to create a musical
experience. Inspired by Oliveros, the work is for either
musicians or non musicians. The performance of mostly
voices also included the sounds of paddles in water and
boats.
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The Birds: An opportunity came up in the CCM composi
tion department to create a score for Concert Nova en
semble and the Cincinnati Ballet. Each person took one
movement from The Carnival of the Animals by Camille
Saint Saëns, and I chose �The Birds.� I analyzed various
bird samples with spectrograms, attempted to notate
these sounds for acoustic string and wind instruments,
and wrote a short score based on these sounds with
electronics.

Water Birds was a collaborative work originally created
with clarinetist Rebecca Danard for clarinet, wireless sen
sor network system and electronics. The wireless sensor
network system and music project was a collaboration
with the Computer Science department at UC. The struc
tured improvisation used infrared sensor data from the
location of the performer moving onstage to turn on or
off layers of spectral delays with rtcmix~ in Max. For the
score I notated fragments of music that the performer
can manipulate freely. Segments of the performer�s per
formance is recorded and played back with the spectral
delay. Many timing aspects are under the performer�s
control. After the piece was developed, we dispensed
with the sensor system, and I performed the piece taking
performer location into account. The pieces has been
performed widely, and each performer has taken the
piece in new directions, some with my fixed format elec
tronic part resembling what the original patch creates.
Several of the performers researched and added differ
ent bird calls to the piece. The most recent performance
by Andrea Vos Rochefort incorporates bird movements
as well as sound, with a flute part performed by Elizabeth
Darling. Allowing the performer to bring their own expe
rience of nature into the piece augments the power of
the piece.

Figure 2. Andrea Vos Rochefort performing Water Birds, by Mara
Helmuth. (video excerpt)

The butterfly has also inspired several works, although
more by the symmetral shape of its body and complex
movements, than its sound. Butterfly Within for flute and
fixed stereo audio was a reaction to a health crisis, and
expressed my mercurial mental state at that time. The
thyroid is a butterfly shaped organ within one�s neck,
and mine had a serious disease in 2006. The possibility of
a one�s life being threatened makes daily experience
seem much more intense and appreciated, and the quick
movements of the butterfly embodied my changing emo
tions. The flute lines range between the volatile and the
serene. I algorithmically generated gestures and textures
from sounds of physical models of gritty shakers and
dense blowbottle layers in RTcmix to interact with the
flute part, which is sometimes submerged, and some
times emerging with fervor.

Butterfly mirrors is a structured improvisation for varying
ensembles of acoustic instruments and live electronics.
The score and electronic parts are related to those of
Water Birds, but after a first performance by the Tornado
Project, the piece was expanded for a larger ensemble,
Esther Lamneck�s New Music Ensemble at New York Uni
versity. It was first performed by these 17 instrumental
ists, including electric guitar, with live electronics and a
special projected video of fire. The title here refers to the
motivic interactions between improvising players, who
might invert material in a mirror like fashion as they hear
each other play the notated fragments. The butterfly
concept is again a visual idea of a symmetrical structure,
here influencing melodic development and improvised
lines.

A magical moment occured at the beginning of the piece,
when the flutist began to improvide acoustically, and
after a moment her sound was picked up by two iPads
nearby held by two performers. The iPad performers
moved the iPads gradually into range of the microphones,
gradually beginning to send a layer of spectral delays into
the sound system. When the other microphones subse
quently became live, the sound from various instruments
was processed by computer and expanded sound tex
tures with more layers of the spectral delays was sent
into the speaker system. Other performances by smaller
ensembles have been by Ensemble Pi, SoundProof and
performers at CCM. Each time I work with new instru
ments, especially in the lower registers, I am astounded
by some of the sounds the spectral delays can create,
with the extremely long delay times I prefer.

Onsen: Hot Springs (2019) for vibraphone and fixed me
dia had several inspirations. The first was the performer,
Joseph Van Hassel, who commissioned the piece. He sent
me audio and video recordings of him playing on several
outdoor metal scupltures at the University of North Caro
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lina, Pembroke campus where he teaches. I used these
samples in the piece, with granular sampling, convolution
and other processing. The other more conceptual inspi
ration was from a visit to Japan, where I was able to visit
Onsen, the hot springs near Tokyo. This beautiful setting,
and bathing in mineral waters, rejuvenated my energy
levels intensely for three days after the visit. The bub
bling sounds and sensations, the shape of a bathtub with
overhanging trees, and the peaceful energy of the loca
tion influenced the piece.

Figure 3. Onsen. (Photo by Akira Takaoka.)

Sound 3. Excerpt of Onsen: Hot Springs (2019) by Mara Helmuth.

Sound Environments Worldwide

My interest in working with natural sound became more
urgent, as I explored other sound environments on dif
ferent continents, and concern about climate change
increased. Travel experiences have been a compositional
inspiration for the last two decades, and many of the
materials I have recorded have been in nature. I was
aware of the changing cultures and climate and felt that
the time frame for experiencing some aspects of nature
might not be very long.

China in 1999 was the location of the International Com
puter Music Conference. Visiting Beijing rewakened an
interest I had in Asian culture, and I resolved to return. I
also met Josef Fung the conference director and director

of a ensemble of traditional Chinese instrumentalists. At
that point, Beijing was a sea of bicycles at big intersec
tions, without many cars.

On sabbatical in spring of 2003, I visited several moun
tain parks in China and was in residence at the Sino
Nordic Arts Space (SNAS) in Beijing, directed by Fung. I
recorded samples walking in three mountain parks: Hua
Shan near Xi�an in Shaanxi Province, Emei Shan, near
Cheng Du, one of the four Great Buddhist Mountains of
China, and Huang Shan, in Anhui Province, known as Chi
na�s most beautiful mountain (Figure 3). After these
great walks I arrived in Shanghai, and the SARS epidemic
was underway. I noticed the look of panic on the faces of
people when I coughed, due to my allergies. I was ad
vised to return home by friends, so my trip was inter
rupted. I was not allowed to enter Japan, the next
planned visit. By the summer I was able to return to Bei
jing to create an installation work, Staircase of Light, in
which a dancer on a stairway controls the sounds I had
recorded in the parks, and their transformations. Photo
cells on each stair sent data into MaxMSP to play sounds.
A related concert performance piece, China Prism, per
formed in Cincinnati., allowed the same sonic materials
to be played by a dancer on a stage.

Figure 4. �Seeing is believing� view at Huang Shan. (Photo by Mara
Helmuth)

I acquired a qin (or gu qin), an ancient 7 stringed Chinese
zither on this trip in China with the help of a student at
the China Conservatory of Music, with which my school
has an exchange. I studied this instrument around 2005
with a teacher in Pittsburgh, and I wrote several improvi
satory pieces for my own performance with electronics.
While these pieces are not directly inspired by nature,
some of characters for techniques in traditional qin nota
tion are based on nature images, and I found this inspir
ing for composition.

I returned to China in 2007 and did additional recording,
this time visiting a remote Tibetan monastery in moun
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tainous Yushu, in Qinghai province. I recorded services,
monastery sounds, and purchased Tibetan instruments
and other items. By the time of these later trips Beijing
had changed tremendously, with some of the smaller
streets no longer there, and traffic congestion with many
cars was amplified.

The installation resulting from my Yushu experience was
called Hidden Mountain and was presented in Beijing in
audio form, in a room of SNAS with marble floors and
ancient Chinese furniture. At CCM Hidden Mountain was
presented in the Cohen theater with audio, video and
Tibetan instruments to be manipulated by participants.
They donned a scarf with an inlaid wireless sensor, and
moved around the concert hall space which affected au
dio and video. In a darkened space defined by a Tibetan
rug, a recording service was heard from a temple, in
which people entered ecstatic states, playing cymbals
and other temple instruments.

I also recorded in temples in Japan such as Ei Hei Ji and at
Tamakura, and in Korea and still have many excellent
recordings from various trips.

Uganda�s Teach and Tour Sojourners organization invited
me to visit in 2011 for an experience which included
teaching in various situations and recording on safari in
the country�s parks, which are outstanding places to find
wildlife. In addition to many other safari recording situa
tions, I spent about an hour with a pride of lions on the
last day in Queen Elizabeth park.

Figure 5.With a pride of lions in Uganda.

I created an installation Sounds of Uganda for the Giraffe
Park hotel where I had stayed, and where Stawa Univer
sity courses were taught. I also created a laptop ensem
ble piece from Uganda (2014) in MaxMSP with rtcmix~
for several performers, based on recorded sounds of
birds, frogs, a river, and hippopotamuses. A video piece
from safari footage in multi channel format also exists.

In Australia in 2016 an another extraordinary sabbatical
allowed me to record sound and video at the Great Bar
rier Reef, the Daintree Rainforest in Queensland, and at
Uluru in the desert of the Northern Territory. My project
was to investigate nature, the impact of humanity on the
environment, and Aboriginal sustainable living, and rec
ord samples for composition projects. A sailing tour to an
inner reef, boat tours to the outer reef, walks in the for
est, and hiking in the dessert were a few of the opportu
nities to experience and record nature. Parks are co
managed by the Aboriginal people and the government,
and one might see signs as the one in Fig. 6 encouraging
one to enjoy the environment.

Figure 6. Still from video taken while snorkeling in the Great Barrier
Reef.

Figure 7.Mossman Gorge in the Daintree Rainforest.

Figure 8. A sign seen on the path at Uluru, Northwest Territory.
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Figure 9. Hiking in King�s Canyon, Watarrka National Park, Northern
Territory.

from Australia, a laptop ensemble piece with an expand
ed set of sounds, was one result of this unforgettable trip.
In this piece there is a series of sections, which defines
what categories of sounds are be drawn from. Sections
are 1) water snorkeling sounds, 2), rain, 3), birds, 4), wa
ter rushing, 5) digeridoo, and 6) birds. The performer
can also choose to process the sounds with RTcmix in
struments for granular sampling, comb filters and a
sweeping filter. An iPad, including its orientation data,
may be used to control Max on the laptop. Intense listen
ing is necessary as in any musical performance, and I ad
vise the performers to spend periods of time listening to
what others are playing, and then respond to the sounds.
Processing is used sparingly to highlight the natural
sound. Sharing the sounds I collected in this piece so that
musicians can shape sound events together, was special
way of honoring the natural sound environments and
allowing others to interact with them.

Figure 10. from Australia Max patch.

Sound 4. Excerpt of from Australia (2016) by Mara Helmuth.

After the Australia trip, I conceived of a Sonic Refuges
project, with a concept of creating sonic refuge spaces

for one to experience nature, or nature influenced sonic
environments.

Using Algorithms Connected to Nature

Composition micro level and macro level algorithms
have also allowed me to create structures that have vari
ous relationships with nature.

Islands (1988) was an algorithmic piece with a C program
generated CSound score. The program created a struc
ture of grouped frequency modulation sound events with
with complex envelopes. The piece was named by Brad
Garton, my teacher at Columbia, who said the sounds
reminded him of islands as he drove home through the
night New Jersey fog. While I had approached the com
position abstractly, with a four level logical process to
generate materials of various types, the results sounded
analogous to a sonification of geological formations.

Granular synthesis first caught my attention in the next
year, inspired by Barry Truax�s Riverrun and the formal
ized music of Iannis Xenakis. I created several instru
ments in the Cmix music programming language that
would create gestural stochastic granular phrases, either
by synthesis or granular sampling. The first piece I did
with the synthesis instrument was called Song for Earth
Day, as I found myself finishing the piece in the Columbia
studio around Earth Day, 1990. While I was unable to
take part in Earth Day events, I was delighted to create
some natural sounding thunder and water sounds using
the stochastic parameters of my new instrument. The
complexity of the probability controlled grain parame
ters approaches the complexity of situations in nature,
such as river water rushing against uneven rocks.
Sound 5. Excerpt of Song For Earth Day (1990) by Mara Helmuth.

Extensions of these granular synthesis programs have
allowed me to continue to create diverse sound worlds in
many of my pieces in different genres. When processing
the sounds of instruments, as well as in synthesis, the
qualities of the resulting sounds are different from tradi
tional musical phrases in that gradual changes, types of
transformations and gestures tend to be more important
than patterns of pitches, melodies, harmonies, or met
rical structures. The timbral gestures in my granular syn
thesis works may have more commonalities with natural
sound, even if not created from natural sound samples.
This aspect may also free the music from some expecta
tions listeners could have with instrumental music.

Environmental warning pieces include the previously
mentioned Abandoned Lake in Maine with the threaten
ing climax warning of habitat loss. All Alarms Sounding
(2017) was written for two pianos and electronics. In
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2016 I had spent several days snorkeling in the outer and
inner reefs of the Great Barrier Reef near Port Douglas
and Shute Harbour, Queensland. This reef is the world�s
largest organism, and full of fascinating features and fish.
In the year of my visit, however, 22% of Australia�s Great
Barrier Reef died because the ocean temperature was
too warm. A person in Queensland told me that his shoes
melt on the street in summer. The sense of urgency
about the degrading environmental situation triggered
alarms in my mind as well as in the news. Program notes
for this work read, �Alarms go off every year, every
month, about the consequences of climate change�.
Complex systems like the reef, the rainforest and the
mangroves evolved over millenia to coexist, the wildlife
in an intricate balance with their environment. Fast
changes are not something that can be easily accomo
dated by evolution. Something may survive future cli
mate change, but it may not be us, or life as we know it.�
I had resolved by this point to make environmental
awareness a primary focus of my work.

Endangered Sound is a piece created for network per
formance using RTcmix on Internet2 for the Network
Music Conference at Stony Brook University in 2018.
Each performer was instructed to find sounds they con
sidered �endangered�, such as that of a threatened spe
cies. Sounds were exchanged between remote locations
of CCM in Cincinnati and Stony Brook University, NY. As I
have found in previous sound exchanges of this kind, the
intense listening required with only audio connections,
and no video, no visual cues between performers, actual
ly enhances the improvisational experience. Performers
actually had trouble finding �endangered sound� from
threatened species, and I ended up providing samples.
Both of the above pieces highlight threats to our envi
ronment, and my intention was to increase awareness of
these issues.

Collaborations with Esther Lamneck, virtuoso performer
and also a composer who has co composed several
works with me. All of these pieces have extensive use of
granular synthesis algorithms which create gestural
forms which are in my mind related to geological for
mations or the motions of wind and water. Her improvi
satory and virtuosic performance is very compatible with
these algorithmically generated sounds. Our first interac
tive work for the Hungarian tárogató wind instrument
and live electronics, Irresistible Flux, was based on a old
folk song. Two more recent works are more directly
based on environmental ideas. Breath of Water, for clar
inet and stereo fixed media was influenced by the sight
and sounds of a group of humpback whales I saw on a
windy boat trip from Great Barrier Reef�s outer reef Opal
Reef to Port Douglas, as well as Lamneck�s compelling

subharmonic sounds. The two sets of sounds, whales and
subharmonics, had unexpected commonalities that al
lowed them to be connected in the piece easily.
Sound 6. Excerpt of Breath of Water (2016) by Mara Helmuth and
Esther Lamneck.

Sound Dunes (Helmuth 2019), a more recent collabora
tive composition, is based on tárogató phrases and my
digital transformations, which we realized created dune
like sound structures with curving contours and granular
textures.. A new multichannel immersive version is
scheduled to be premiered at the Sonorities Festival in
Belfast, 2022.
Sound 7. Excerpt of Sound Dunes (2019) by Mara Helmuth and Esther
Lamneck.

�Space� Pieces: Apart or From Nature?
Several of my compositions seem at first to be almost
opposed to environmental music, coming from abtract
ideas of space. Of course, space is apart from earth, but
not apart from a cosmic view of nature.

Dragon of the Nebula (Helmuth 2020) was written in
1992 in response to the Gulf War, and reminded me of
an image of a galactic nebula. It was composed with the
same granular synthesis instrument as Song for Earth
Day, but has more precisely defined granular gestures,
some with �metallic� sounds (grains with long durations
in dense frequency bands) or noisy granular bands. While
these sounds may seem to have little to do with nature,
actually the opening noisy bands of sound smoothly de
scending can resemble wind like phrases, while the fierce
�metallic� dragon gestures might sound related to metal
percussion sounds. Many of the sounds based on proba
bilities rising or falling in undulating or twisting patterns,
emulate the movement of water or clouds.

Expanding Space, for tuba and computer was composed
for my colleague Timothy Northcut, tuba, based on a
concept of the increasing space between people in the
digital age, as well as the astronomical idea of expanding
space. Again, while the original idea seems remote from
life on earth, and the lengthy algorithmically mixed third
and final section has an other worldly feel, the acoustical
realities of the magnificent F and C tubas, which were
recorded in the underground CCM parking garage with a
10 second reverberation time, ground this piece in an
earthly context.

Opening Spaces, which will be seen on the conference, is
based on a Menger sponge fractal and realized in video
with Blender and Unity. The structure is suspended in
space, and becomes more complex as the viewer moves
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among various versions and parts of the fractal. While
the idea is quite abstract, the sounds are made from
RTcmix instruments based on physical models of acoustic
instruments, a Helmholtz resonator (MBLOWBOTL())
usually in simple harmonic ratios, and a 2D Mesh instru
ment (MMESH2D()). Another aspect of the video which is
influenced by nature is the particle systems which emits
flecks of shininess that pass through the structure, in
synchrony with the sounds. The opposition of the pre
cisely configured abstract structure in space with the
earthy quality of the original sounds, and the spontane
ous movements of the particles, reminding one of snow
or the fluffy wind born seeds of trees gave me a surreal
but surprisingly nurturing feeling.

Figures 11 a and b. Images from Opening Spaces (2019), by Mara
Helmuth. (video excerpt � Opening Spaces)

Looking Back and Ahead
This overview of my work reveals that attention to na
ture has frequently brought fresh insights and materials
into my music. When reaching into the natural world I
have not been disappointed by the creative paths that
have opened before me. I think this is because I intuitive
ly understand how to relate to places on this earth. I am
attuned to my home planet sounds, textures, skies, and
bodies of water. Its life forms may seem exotic at times,
but because they exist on earth, discovering them simply
expands the knowledge of the story of our lives, the
networks of life in each niche of each ecosystem. Each

trip has broadened my knowledge and experience of not
only human cultures, but the context in which humans
live, the other species which they eat, fear, avoid, enjoy
or revere, and the earth�s structures making up the sur
rounding natural world.

Conservationist Rachel Carson writes in A sense of Won
der, �There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the
migration of the birds, the ebb and flow of the tides, the
folded bud ready for the spring. There is something infi
nitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature � the
assurance that dawn comes after night, and spring after
the winter. � Humans have evolved with these ecological
rhythms and their patterns provide rich materials for art.

In my work, for each new bird call sample, there are
hundreds of granular processings, or other transfor
mations, a few of which might complete an expressive
family of sounds for a piece. For every stochastic process,
there are countless potential tweaks of the algorithm
which will expand the sound world in new directions. For
some of these sounds, it will be immediately apparent
how to employ them musically, while others will remain
mysterious until I learn to understand their meaning,
based on what I know from the natural and human
created world.

My original question, �Can Computer Music Save the
Earth?� may best be answered by turning the question
around: �Can the Earth Save Computer Music?� Over and
over again I find I have drawn inspiration from natural
sounds, data, concepts and algorithms. My most extend
ed collaborative relationship is with nature. The sounds
and scientific processes of earth inform, sustain, and en
lighten me in the composing process. These practices are
an opportunity for focusing collective energy toward sus
taining our earth environment.
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Gibson in the RTcmix world, Pauline Oliveros and the
deep listeners, Judy Klein, and Esther Lamneck. I would
like to thank my teachers, colleagues, students and my
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to express my appreciation for this beautiful earth, un
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In searching for new interfaces between human and technology, the head and ears can often go ignored. In this project, the head of a participant
was thought of as a container, able to be filled with the sounds of a material and, by tracking the movement of the head, this material can be ma
nipulated. In this iteration of the project, the user�s head was filled with sounds of water. The user could move his/her head, tilting it to the left and
right, and the sound of water would behave accordingly. Uses for immersive environments and therapeutic applications are discussed.
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Introduction
Water is one of the most powerful forces on earth. Wa
ter is also very adaptable, filling any container perfectly
without any wasted space. The current study focuses on
the sound of water, containers, and haptic interactive
feedback. Any slightly hollow object can be a vessel for
water. In this study, the author created a pilot patch in
MAX/MSP to allow a user to become a container for water.
By experimenting with haptic interaction/proprioception,
surround sound, and nature, we can continue to expand
the options and technology available for re creating envi
ronments and interaction with our surroundings.

Water is a very complex medium for sound. In Kirk�s
2009 article on underwater soundscapes, he writes that,
�...a natural body of water is a complex resonant space
and could be reframed as an instrument in itself, just as
the surface of a pond is like �a membrane enclosing
something deep in thought� quoting Dunn�s words in the
article �Nature, Sound Art, and the Sacred� (1997).

The concept of interacting with water as the focus of a
musical or artistic piece is not necessarily novel. Kirk�s
Argus project mentioned earlier involves allowing partic
ipants to explore interactive underwater sounds by walk
ing near a lake body. Yonezawa (2000) allowed partici
pants to interact with flowing water in order to create
sounds and Mase (2001) expanded upon this idea. Of
course, Cage�s famous Water Walk also involves human
interaction, directing performers to pour water into and
out of vessels.

Figure 1. Kirk�s Argus Project. Hydrophones are placed underwater and
send audio to speakers on the ground above.

The concept of using headphones/the head as the means
of interacting with the music is slightly more novel, but
not completely. Bardos (2005) introduced a concept ti
tled Bangarama which involves a program that senses
the movement of the head and creates music by, essen
tially, headbanging.
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Figure 2. Bardos�s Bangarama concept. In this interface, users wear a
sensor on their head that will play music when the user �headbangs�.

Interface/Proprioception
As Lonny Chu points out in his paper �Haptic Feedback in
Computer Music Performance� (1996), the link between
acoustic musicians and their instruments is often very
direct and intimate. The physical link between a music
artist and a computer music instrument, however, is of
ten much less direct. This disconnect can perhaps restrict
computer music artists from fully achieving the sound
that they imagine. By introducing technology with the
purpose of increasing the connection between performer
and instrument, electronic artists can more effectively
produce the music that they envision through their
movements (similar to acoustic musicians).

This concept of somacoustics, a field concerning the con
nection between human and computer, has been re
searched rather extensively. Some studies reference the
Japanese concept of Kansei (Camurri et al. 1999). A word
with no direct English translation, the closest word in
English to Kansei might be someone�s aura. One goal of
motion capture and somacoustics is to capture a per
former�s entire being and generalized pathos.

Several studies have analysed gesture and bodily move
ment as a medium for musical expression. However, the
task of mapping complex human gestures through the
use of a computer and lines of code is quite daunting. As
an example, one research study uses expansion and con
traction as an attribute to be studied and folded into the
resultant musical expression. For instance, a person
standing with their arms spread wide would, perhaps,
create a larger more expansive xy field and therefore the
resultant sound would be louder and more expansive.
Conversely, a person in a contractive, introspective posi
tion would create a smaller, less dominating sound. This
topic already shows its limitations; expansion and con

traction are very generalized movements and not very
connected to one�s Kansei.

Figure 3. A diagram from Camurri et al.�s article on motion capture
(2002). The figure on the right would be said to have a high contraction
index while the figure on the left would have a low contraction index.

Proprioception or kinesthesia is another field of interac
tive studies that is very important to the current study�s
goal. Proprioception can be defined as awareness and
focus on the body�s position in space. In contrasting
acoustic musicians with electronic computer musicians,
Schacher (2012) claims that �Instrumental training im
press the musician�s body with instrumental and corpo
real schemata that are guided through auditory, but also
tactile, kinesthetic and proprioceptive feedback.� Thus,
to attempt to use the same sort of schemata in electronic
music, we must create the technology to interface.

Interestingly, there is some data to support propriocep
tive music/sound as an application for music therapy. In
Ryan Hui�s article, he claims that children with attention
problems will often interact with their environment (of
ten destructively) in order to receive much needed stim
ulation (2019). Perhaps by engaging in activities involving
detailed, concentrated haptic/proprioceptive feedback,
children can learn to �tune in� to their body and to their
inner voice, thus becoming more able to focus.

In the case of water, though, how will sound be mim
icked? In many ways, sound travels much quicker and
more powerfully through water than through air. So why
is it so difficult to pick up on sounds when humans are
submerged underwater? The normal means of transduc
ing sounds does not work underwater due to the nature
of our bodily makeup. Humans evolved for hearing sound
through air using our ossicle bones bones and fleshy ear
canal. However, given how much water is already within
us, when an underwater audio wave comes towards us, it
interacts with our ear as if it is just more water. When
submerged underwater, we would not be able to hear
much at all if it were not for our mastoid bone, located
just behind our ear. This bone is solid; therefore, it is
capable of detecting and sending along audio signals to
our brain to interpret.
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Figure 4. The mastoid bone in the human skull, responsible in large part
for gathering and transporting audio signals to the brain when under
water.

Video Tracking and Accelerometers
In order to track the body and translate its movements
into musical performance, the interface of motion cap
ture is often implemented. As Bazoge et al. (2019) point
out, however, the technology for advanced motion cap
ture can often be very expensive and requires high
amounts of training. In the current study, the author
seeks to map the sounds of water to the movements of
the users head, thus eschewing this problem.

Given the nature of the proposed interaction, an accel
erometer could be implemented in order to more effec
tively track the vertical movements of the head. The
most common use of accelerometers is in cell phones.
The accelerometers in our portable devices measure the
speed of gravitational acceleration on the device. They
can be used, for instance, to allow our phones to mimic a
steering wheel when held horizontally to play a racing
game. In the current study, accelerometers were una
vailable, and, as an assumption, would be unavailable to
the general public as well. Thus, the author set out to
create a MAX/MSP patch that would allow tracking of
head movements and mapping of those movements onto
a natural essence such as water and its movement as
influenced by gravity.

Method
The Jitter object was used in MAX/MSP to create and
capture video. For the current patch, a MacBook Pro�s
built in camera was used. The Suchkah object was used
in order to obtain the RGB of a clicked item in the video.
For the purposes of this session, the author used colored
bands that he placed on his headphones. Once the bands
were captured and tracked, a formula was created to
ensure an inverse relationship between the two captured
bands was produced. In order for the effect of moving
water to be simulated using head movements, the �wa
ter� had to flow smoothly out of one ear and into the
other. Thus, when one variable increases, the other had
to decrease by the same amount.

Multiple parameters were created in order to create the
effect of water with the user�s head as a container. To
initiate the process, an audio file titled Fill was created.
Users can click the Fill button after they have selected
their headphones and capture their color nodes. The Fill
sequence was created by recording the sound of a con
tainer being filled using a close microphone. Every re
cording was made with the microphone position very
close to the object in order to create the impression of
the sound feeling very close and intimate.

Figure 5. This image shows the bands on the author�s headphones,
used for capturing head movement.

While the noise of shifting water was important, perhaps
more important was the background noise. A parameter
titled Stay was created in order to create a constant
backdrop of the sound of being underwater. Based on
location of the covered bands head movement, the
strength of the Stay signal will change. When there was
no change in movement, the muffled underwater sound
would remain in both ears at an equal level. When the
head was tilted to the left, the signal would become
stronger in the left ear and dissipate from the right ear
(and vice versa). As a way to end the process, a sound file
titled Deump was created. Dump was recorded by emp
tying a container full of water, again in a close setting.

Once these parameters were created, the sound files for
pouring water from one container to another were cre
ated. Three files were created for right to left transfer
and three files were created for left to right transfer. The
files were tiered so that they would play based on mini
mum tilt, medium tilt, and maximum tilt. Importantly,
sound files were edited once they were recorded. Using
Logic Pro, the author edited the sound files to more ef
fectively depict the underwater quality. For instance, the
Fill file was automated in such a way that a low pass filter
would cut more of the high harmonic range over the
course of the recording. The Dump file was automated in
the opposite direction, starting with very few high fre
quencies and ending with the entire harmonic spectrum.
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Figure 6. This image depicts the monitor within the MAX/MSP file that
displays the two bands.

Once all the files were edited and exported, they were
combined into a patch. After filling the container, users
can tilt their heads and enjoy the sounds of water flow
ing between the headphones.

Discussion/Limitations
By Interacting with a program that allows people to �fill�
their heads with water that can slosh back and forth,
users can become more focused on their bodily move
ments and interact with a natural process through an
unnatural technology. However, there are indeed several
limitations to the patch. Given the fact that the laptop
camera could only capture the bands when they were
both in the frame, only lateral movement was captured.
The camera itself had difficulties keeping track of the
bands. Thus, future headphone setups could implement
colored lights in order to have a stronger capture source.

Only three pour sound files were created for each tilt of
the head. A greater number of sound files would have
given more precision and authenticity to the sound. Wa
ter will, of course, never sound the exact same way when
poured. Only one sound file was created for filling and
dumping. With multiple sound files, the use of the round
robin technique would create a more convincing feeling
of realism and submersion.

Future Directions/Conclusion
An apparatus of this sort has much potential for different
applications. Anything that can fill a container can be
imported into the program. For instance, sand, rocks,
sludge, or a single rubber ball could fill the vessel. In ad
dition to lateral movement, files could be edited and
recorded in such a way as to simulate forward and back
ward movement, thus making use of the Z plane. Use of
accelerometers could be implemented rather than mo

tion capture to more accurately and finely captured the
tilt of the user�s head.

The question also arises of how water actually interacts
with humans� audio signal processing. As mentioned ear
lier, the process by which sounds are transduced while
underwater is not through the normal fleshy air canal,
but more so through the solid mastoid bone located just
behind the ear. Generating audio through headphones,
thus, is not an exact recreation.

The author felt the process of being in the program to be
surprisingly therapeutic and meditative. A patch such as
this could have a strong application in the field of music
therapy. Magee (2006) argues that much of the reluc
tance or inability to integrate music technology into tra
ditional music therapy contexts may be due to training
not being available to therapists. This project might be
fertile ground for future musical programs involving con
trol and interaction within the environment.

This project could be extended to adding in sounds of the
ocean with living creatures. Combined with the interac
tive element, this would increase the immer
sion/submersion. In combination with visuals from VR
goggles, one could become even further immersed.

By focusing on the head as a container rather than simply
a means of wearing headphones, this artistic direction
can lead to a more intimate and direct method of inter
action with our environment. By placing the listener in an
environment they cannot usually survive in, such as un
derwater for extended periods of time, they can experi
ence the world through a safe apparatus. Users can in
teract with powerful and dangerous forces of nature
from their living room.
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Iannis Xenakis introduced the foundations of what would
eventually become the GENDY (Dynamic Stochastic Syn
thesis / Génération Dynamique Stochastique) program in
his paper New Proposals in Microsound Structure (Xena
kis, 1992). In this paper he outlined a methodology for
the implementation of stochastic processes in the con
struction of sonic waveforms. It was later in his essay
Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis that these methods were
placed in more concrete mathematical terms (Xenakis,
1992).

Early examples of Xenakis� use of stochastics to directly
generate audio signals include his Polytope de Cluny
(1972) and La Légende d�Eer (1977). He paused his re
search during much of the 1980s, instead focusing on
instrumental works and his UPIC System (Xenakis, 1992).
It was then in the 1990s that the GENDY program and
concept was formalized. This ultimately led to the reali
zation of GENDY3 and S. 709 which demonstrated a
complete picture of stochastic processes that deter
mined all aspects of a composition. The possibilities that
are inherent in the GENDY system are vast, but for the
purposes of this paper I will focus on the algorithmic con
struction and development of complex waveforms for
the manipulation of external systems, both in real time
and in fixed media.

The first example in this paper discusses a port to in
Csound of the GENDY program in Csound to control the
algorithm�s parameters in a live setting. Given that the
focus of computer music for the last two decades has
centered more around live performance than fixed me
dia, it is a suitable development in adapting this work to
these modern uses.

Hybrid System
These examples make use of both the computer and the
modular synthesizer in one cohesive system. This com
bination seeks to expand the capabilities of both devices
to fully maximize the possibilities of signal generation,
modulation sources, and analog and digital computation
in live performance (McKemie, 2021). The Hybrid Sys
tem enables the computer to send control signals to the
synthesizer which impacts its sonic output. Similarly, the
modular synthesizer sends control signals back to the
computer, informed by and informing the computer�s
actions in a quasi recursive feedback loop. There are
many options in how a Hybrid System can be configured
based on user interests. More details and explanation
can be found here1.

In the same vein as GENDY3, the simultaneous realiza
tion of multiple tracks of the algorithm is possible (Hoff
mann, 2009). Independent control over each track�s pa
rameters lends itself well to a variety of patch points of a
modular synthesizer. The tracks can send either audio or
control voltage (CV) signals that are derived from the
mathematics of the algorithm in action and further mod
ulated to whichever degree the end user�s hardware is
capable.
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Figure 1. An out of the box envelope follower, designed by
Synthesizers.com

Inversely, the use of triggers and gates from the modular
synthesizer enables time based influence over various
parameters in the algorithm, therefore expanding the
feedback capabilities overall. These two directions of
influence create an opportunity for the creation of an
environment in which everything can influence anything
else.

In one example, a sample and hold circuit is firing ran
dom triggers back into the computer to randomly change
the parameters of a single track. This track is also acting
as the source signal from which the sample and hold cir
cuit/module grabs its values. While the computer could
use its system information to provide random seeding2, I
opted instead to manually assign seed values to repro
duce desirable sequences while manipulating other non
random variables. The analog white noise generator
gives a unified bridge between the two systems. The
speed at which the sample and hold sends a trigger is
determined by the chaos level of a different track�s y axis
movement. In this situation, as the amplitude distribu
tion becomes more chaotic, the more likely it is that the
sample and hold circuit will fire. The result is a self
generating feedback loop that plays itself without, at
least theoretically, ever repeating. The white noise gen
erator in the sample and hold provides what amounts to
be one of the truest forms of randomness available to
humans.

Adaptations of GENDY

CSound

Tito Latini ported the microsound generator portion of
the GENDY program to Csound3 as an opcode based on
Nick Collins� Gendy1 ugen in SuperCollider (Collins, 2011).
Within this ugen there are nine parameters:

1. Amplitude
2. Amplitude Distribution Curve

a. Linear
b. Cauchy
c. Logistic
d. Hyperbolic Cosine
e. Arc Sine
f. Exponential
g. Sinusoid

3. Duration Distribution Curve
a. (same as above Amp Distribution Curves)

4. Amplitude Distribution Range
5. Duration Distribution Range
6. Amplitude Multiplier (scale)
7. Duration Multiplier (scale)
8. Minimum Allowable Frequency of Oscillation
9. Maximum Allowable Frequency of Oscillation

Using TouchOSC (Open Sound Control)4 on an iPad, these
parameters can be manipulated in real time, providing
continuous and tangible control of the algorithm while
also allowing for playback at either audio or sample rate
over multiple tracks. This is a tremendously powerful
implementation of the technique for not only its mobile
control, but also being provided with a set of highly cus
tomizable touch components to control the algorithm in
detailed ways. Figure 2 shows in Csound how OSC is
wired to the GENDY opcode for live control.
;Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis (after ;Xenakis) OSC Receive 
Snippet 
instr 333 
kSlider 1 init 0.0 
kSlider 2 init 0.0 
� 
kSlider 7 init 0.0 
Stext sprint �%i�, $R_PORT 
ihandle OSCinit $R_PORT 
kAction OSClisten ihandle, �/gendyCSound�, �fff�, 
 kSlider1, 
 kSlider2, 
 � 
 kSlider7 
 
 
;FREQ controls should never hit 0 
;Params scaled for effectiveness in ;live performance 
aout gendy 0.7, 0, kSlider3, kSlider4, kSlider5, kSlider1+0.01, 
kSlider2+0.01, kSlider6, kSlider7 
outq1 aout 
endin 

Figure 2. Code snippet of OSC control of the GENDY Csound opcode

In my piece Dynamic Stochastic Control Voltage Genera
tion (after Xenakis) (McKemie, 2020), multiple tracks of
this algorithm are wired into the modular synthesizer
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and used as control voltage (CV) and audio sources to
modulate various aspects of the instrument. These in
clude anything from oscillator frequency, filter cutoff,
envelope parameters, and more. The program also re
ceives output(s) from the modular synthesizer in the
form of trigger and gate signals which are used to ran
domize the algorithm�s parameters, thereby changing
the signal output from the computer. This creates a
feedback mechanism between the two halves of the sys
tem and injects the performance with an added layer of
indeterminacy, pushing the player into a trinity of human
� machine � computer with each providing their own
unique contribution to the order.

Aesthetically, the purpose of this work was to expand
upon the use of Xenakis� algorithm, all the while paying
homage to the composer. It is certainly clear for those
familiar with the audible characteristics of GENDY that it
was not my intent to mask that quality, but rather, to
embrace it as a necessary part of the work. This stands
in contrast to other adaptations of the GENDY program,
which have sought to either update the platform in
which the program is running (Hoffmann, 2009) or to
faithfully reproduce new works aligned with how Xenakis
may have realized them (Doornbusch, 2002).

One of the primary tools used here to convert the audio
output of the algorithm to control signals in this work is a
bank of envelope followers, and my aim with the work
was to see what musical opportunities might arise when
they were used to control the available modules in the
system. With that came the challenge of mixing seven
different GENDY instances into one system to achieve a
stereo output that did not devolve into constant noise.
This was a particularly important point as a product of
something akin to pure noise due to a failure in mixing or
appropriate signal flow design would negate the purpose
of this adaptation. With the goal being a continuation of
the canon, I felt it important to treat the process much
like a performative interpretation of GENDY, rather than
a gutting of it (Di Scipio, 1998).

Python

The second case is a program written in Python to gener
ate values from a random walk that are then translated
into points of a waveform and extracted to a wave file.
Unlike the previous example this approach focuses more
on variability and change over time, although not in real
time. This specific use also moves away from the param
eters and mathematics found in the original GENDY algo
rithm to focus more on the concepts of random walks
and how different arrangements of stochastic points can
be used to construct a waveform.

Stochastic math is what Xenakis used to define form,
content and events throughout all his oeuvre, with the
GENDY program doing the same, albeit algorithmically

and with synthesized audio (Xenakis, 1985). Still using
multiple realizations of the algorithm as tracks as Xenakis
did, this follows the same aesthetic goal of Xenakis� de
sign of Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis as outlined in his
essay. The process here is defining a range of time in
seconds as audio sample rate, the number of integers
calculated by the program, the bit depth of each point,
and finally encoding these values to construct a wave
form. A truly random distribution is heard as white noise,
with the most orderly sequence being heard as a simple
waveform. While he never explored the effects of sam
ple rate changes on the algorithm, he was aware inter
ested in it being a parameter of exploration in future
work (Hoffmann, 2009).

The declaration of sample rate correlates to the distance
between two points on the x axis of the waveform, with
a higher sample rate allowing for higher density and low
er rates for lower density. The sample rates explored
here ranged from only 10 300 samples per second. The
program compiles the values and renders them to a
wave file which was then placed into a DAW and sent
through individual outputs in a DC coupled audio inter
face. Figure 3 illustrates an example snippet of con
structing a basic set of integers and encoding the wave
form.
# Time Declaration snippet 
# setup 
obj = wave.open(�sample.wav�, �w�) 
prob = [0.25, 0.75] # walk direction 
start = 0 
values = [start] 
np.random.seed(123) 
rr = np.random.poisson(1, length) 
downp = rr < prob[0] 
upp = rr > prob[1] 
 
# random walk 
for idownp, iupp in zip(downp, upp): 

down = idownp.any() and values[-1]       > -32767 
up = iupp.any() and values[-1] < 32767 val-
ues.append(values[-1] � down + up) 

� 
# Encode waveform 
for i in values: 
  data = struct.pack(�<h�, i) 
  obj.writeframesraw(data) 
obj.close() 

Figure 3. Python snippet random walk and wave encoder

In my piece Time Declaration, the multiple tracks pro
duce a slowly evolving shape that unfolds over some pe
riod of time. In the development of this piece, the pro
gram was run numerous times with all tracks sharing the
same starting point, but the random walk was seeded
differently each time in order to produce variations in
the direction of each track. To emphasize or clarify the
form, some of the signals are treated as triggers. This is
achieved by measuring the amplitude of the signal in
relationship to a predefined threshold, and executing a
trigger command each time the signal crosses this
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threshold. This approach is similar to the routing as
signments in the Csound version. The effects of these
triggers on the form of the piece can be heard in the
changes to the density of events in the excitation of the
spring reverb tank and digital noise bands.

Aesthetics
Striking features of GENDY3 and S. 709 are the wide
bands of noise and aliasing, both of which are often con
sidered undesirable in audio signals, are a prime charac
teristic (Serra, 1993). In both Dynamic Stochastic Control
Voltage Generation (after Xenakis) and Time Declaration,
leaving these artifacts intact and magnifying them where
applicable, was by design as an homage to Xenakis� work.
Within the discourse about the qualities and preferences
between analog and digital audio, digital audio holds a
special place in this series of examples. Having exten
sively worked with tape early in his career, Xenakis rev
eled in the unique characteristics and qualities that digi
tal audio synthesis provides, and in his last two computer
music works he is not shy about pushing these character
istics to new levels.

The goal here is not to simply replicate the mathematics
or its results as Xenakis intended, but instead to evolve
and adapt the technique in different ways. Specifically,
being able to control the algorithm in real time, which
was not possible in the late 1980s. This real time control
yields tremendously fascinating results and the perfor
mance device itself is incredibly engaging for the per
former. Furthermore, having direct live control over the
characteristics and shape of an audio source on a mi
crolevel is wholly unique even by present day standards.
A modular synthesizer allows the user to sculpt audio in
direct and immediate ways, all while patching the system
to be self generative should it be desired. With the
combination of the modular synthesizer and real time
control of the GENDY algorithm, this offers a tremen
dously deep level of control that moves beyond the
plane of chaos and order of the algorithm alone.

Like Xenakis, there were other composers and engineers
working in similar music domains that documented their
work in papers, books, and manuals since at least the
1960s, and the concepts presented throughout this pa
per could easily be modified and applied to these works
to extend beyond where they left off.

Future Work
This project currently uses the Daisy Seed board to house
both the algorithm and the control signal generator. This
board is capable of housing the functionality needed for
the GENDY program as well as the digital to analog and
analog to digital conversions at both audio and sample
rate, as demonstrated above. Moving forward I intend to

adapt the entire tech stack illustrated in this paper into a
more streamlined solution.

On the Python side I intend to build more of the GENDY
algorithm in code and to create a standalone application
to run in the command line. Furthermore, to introduce
new libraries that will enable the program to be integrat
ed with other pieces of software as well as the internet,
and to explore deeper mathematical possibilities in the
fields of physical modeling, artificial intelligence, and live
coding.

Acknowledgments. Many thanks to Ryan Ross Smith for
his encouragement and insight along the way.
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The paper introduces SoundLab, a 3D spatial audio research and practice unit at the School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong, co
directed by PerMagnus Lindborg and Ryo Ikeshiro, and serves as a progress report. It begins with a description and its objectives involving research,
artwork, teaching and outreach. It then gives a brief account of the local context of electroacoustic music in Hong Kong both in academia and in
independent music and art scenes to which SoundLab aims to contribute through its activities. The overview is partly based on preliminary findings
from an ongoing study based on interviewswith local musicians and artists. It is followed by the design of a hemispherical loudspeaker array dedicated
to high spatial resolution audio, developed after consulting a number of academic institutions with comparable facilities and programmes. Details
concerning the space, equipment and usage are considered. Future plans in relation to its objectives are given in closing.
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Spatial sound is fundamental to creative audio and music.
In the past, multichannel loudspeaker configurations were
confined to concert halls and research institutions. With
the recent interest in spatial audio due to the resurgence
of Virtual Reality formats (Lee 2020), along with the
gradual establishment of Dolby Atmos equipped home
cinemas and cinema theatres, opportunities for
experiencing surround sound for the general public are
increasing. Hong Kong�s creative industries are
multifaceted and there is no lack of entrepreneurship.
However, whilst there is undoubtedly growing interest,
local industry and consumers as in many places around
the world do not always keep abreast of artistically and
technologically progressive forms such as electroacoustic
music [EAM] or sound art, and further research into
spatial audio perception and content creation is necessary.

SoundLab
SoundLab, funded with an ACIM (Centre for Applied
Computing and Interactive Media) Fellowship and hosted
at the School of Creative Media [SCM] (Creative Media
Centre, City University of Hong Kong) since November
2020, is a physical laboratory space with a loudspeaker
array dedicated to high spatial resolution audio. SoundLab
enables and supports a range of research, artwork, and
teaching activities.

The Joint Principal Investigators Dr PerMagnus Lindborg
and Dr Ryo Ikeshiro are setting out six objectives through
which the SoundLabwill be deployed in research, artwork,
teaching, and outreach.

 Design, equip, and maintain a lab space for research in
spatial audio perception and design, with a physical
hemispherical rig with 24 or more loudspeakers;

 Support research in spatial auditory perception, through
perceptual evaluation of soundscape recordings under
different reproduction conditions, including higher
order Ambisonics (Zotter & Frank 2019; Arteaga 2015);

 Support the creation of novel sonic artwork i.e.
soundscape composition, multichannel electroacoustic
music, spatial computer music;

 Conduct research into the use of sonification with spatial
audio, in the context of both auditory display and
art/music (e.g. Ikeshiro 2014; Lindborg 2018);

 Support existing SCM classes that have course
components related to spatial audio (e.g. for film,
installation, performance and games);

 Create a series of outreach events and concerts
featuring spatial audio, to benefit SCM students, faculty,
and practitioners in Hong Kong, and gain publicity and
traction for the SoundLab.

The School of Creative Media, City University of Hong
Kong, where SoundLab is housed is an interdisciplinary
�school� which also includes computer scientists, social
scientists and philosophers as well as practitioners and
theorists of various art disciplines. Being in such an
environment, we have consciously positioned ourselves
as the �sound� faculty. Indeed, we call ourselves
SoundTeam partly in order to carve out our own little
niche in the mainlymedia relatedmélange here. That is to
say, for better or for worse, we are not in a dedicated
music department. Yet it is a fitting environment for
SoundLab, as we will see below.
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EAM in Hong Kong
For historical reasons, the scene for experimental music in
Hong Kong is rather different from that of neighbouring
countries and large cities, in that it is quite extroverted in
its interests and sources of inspiration. Nevertheless, EAM
made in Hong Kong is not well known in the West (Battier
& Liao 2018). Comparatively speaking, exponents of more
commercially oriented genres such as EDM might be
better known abroad (Charrieras 2020).

In order to research the local scene, the authors have
begun interviewing musicians and artists based in Hong
Kong on the topic of EAM (by which we loosely refer to
musique concrète, elektronische Musik and subsequent
developments) for want of a better term. What follows
are partly based on preliminary findings from our ongoing
study.

As is well known, EAM began life at various national level
radio broadcast stations mostly in the West, with the one
notable exception being Japan (Fronzi 2015; Chadabe
1997) It subsequently took root in academic institutions,
usually in a music department, often consigned to some
dusty corner where noises made by artificial means were
banished.

The universities

There are, of course, numerous music departments
worldwide which embrace EAM with all its delights but at
first glance, this does not appear to be the case in Hong
Kong. Being almost comparable to a city state, the
number of universities is obviously limited, yet some of
them are highly ranked internationally. Perhaps there is
an insufficient number of mid to low ranking institutions
that can allow themselves to havemore progressivemusic
departments. Such institutions may be inclined to include
less traditional music in their curriculum, and opt for
music technology programs that involve sound art,
computer music, and EAM composition.

Despite chasing the rankings, City University of Hong Kong
[CityU] could fit this profile. Although lacking a music
department, the few faculty working with sound at the
School of Creative Media who have come and gone,
including Samson Young, TakuroMizuta Lippit (aka DJ Sniff)
and Ken Ueno, as well as its general �creative media''
environment have somehow managed to produce
numerous alumni active within experimental music, or
music influenced by EAM to some extent. In this respect,
perhaps CityU has done more in comparison to other
universities (Yiu 2021), with superior international profiles
and dedicated music departments.

Dig deeper and one may also find pockets of activity at
Hong Kong Baptist University [BU], Hong Kong Academy
of Performing Arts [APA], the Chinese University of Hong
Kong [CUHK] and Hong Kong University [HKU] among
others. However, they mainly operate in relative isolation
from each other and from the local scene. Instead, their
efforts are directed towards international events, which
are favoured in the assessment of outputs, rather than
any local endeavours (Keyes 2021).

The independent scenes

Thus it is perhaps no surprise that instead of a genuine
EAM scene, we find experimental and undergroundmusic
scenes where one may detect the influence of EAM if one
so wishes in Hong Kong (Wu 2021; Yiu 2021). Not that
there are �actually existing� EAM scenes which form and
grow organically anywhere, and at least some kind of an
incubator in the form of an academic institution or two or
more may be required. In addition, EAM even at
universitiesmay no longer be �pure EAM�: the ivory tower
has gradually been breached by music from the outside
world. But through a lack of a coherent scene supported
by academic institutions and their music departments in
Hong Kong, the most promising avenues for EAM and its
extensions are Contemporary Musiking Hong Kong
(contemporary music/EAM and crossover music), the
Hong Kong Composers� Guild (contemporary music with
approximately one EAM concert per year), the Hong Kong
New Music Ensemble (contemporary instrumental music,
sometimes with EAM), soundpocket (sound art) � all
supported by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council �
or underground alternatives.

In order to build a community as well as to offset the
financial cost of putting on shows (and one of the highest
cost of living in the world), finding new audiences may be
one solution. Several agree that the support of funding
bodies � the Hong Kong Arts Development Council
[HKADC]) is the main option (Yiu 2021) � and the use of
accessible art and culture venues such as Tai Kwun (Wu
2021) or Hong Kong Arts Centre. However, support from
HKADC for EAM is severely limited due to its music division
not appearing to fund experimental music, with half of the
aforementioned organisations receiving grants intended
for supporting mixed media art instead. There is an
argument to be made against chasing grants and making
EAM into a career, and remaining underground (Xr 2021).

Itmay be the same old story as in numerous places around
the world, but it does place a greater emphasis on the
responsibilities for SoundLab�s outreach programme.
However, a growing tendency for nurturing the local
scene has been evident in recent times (Lion 2021). Hong
Kong can boast one of the world�s strictest travel
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restrictions in its aim of reaching the holy grail of zero
locally transmitted COVID 19 infections. As a consequence,
many artists from abroad have opted against visiting Hong
Kong due to the requirement of a two or three week
quarantine in a government designated hotel. One silver
lining is that the lack of international travel has promoted
an increase in opportunities for local musicians and artists.
Expressions of national identity have been more evident
in the arts here since the 2019 pro democracy movement,
and with concerts, festivals and exhibitions focusing on
Hong Kong art out of necessity (Wu 2021), now may be an
opportune moment to contribute to the local scene, and
to reinvent EAM for our times (Lo 2021).

A loudspeaker array for EAM
Two year seed funding from ACIM allowed the authors to
purchase a set of loudspeakers and other equipment, and
to hire a part time Research Assistant. As a research
laboratory, we were allocated the Multimedia Theatre
[MMT] at the Run Run Shaw Centre for Creative Media
(see Figures 1�3). Scheduling is important as other
departments and faculty also utilise the space some days
of the week. At the point of writing, part of the
loudspeaker equipment has been delivered and is ready
for the first phase in the installation.

Figure 1. Ryo and two students preparing for acoustic measurements of
subwoofers in MMT.

Figure 2. The space currently sports a large projection screen, truss
mounted dimmers, four curtains, and retractable seats for an audience
of 150+ people.

Figure 3. The space has eight individually height adjustable truss
sections. The photo is taken during tests of a mock up loudspeaker
arrangement.

As seen in the first section of this paper, the primary
objective of the Fellowship was the design and
construction of a high density loudspeaker array [HDLA]
dedicated to 3D spatial audio. Our first task was to
carefully consider design options. We contacted experts
through our network and received overwhelmingly
positive interest and generous advice from some of the
most experienced people in the field, both on the
technical side, as well as EAM composers and pedagogues
teaching spatial audio as part of their curricula. Several
conversations were held in December 2020 and January
2021. In no particular order, we were in Zoom meetings
with the following:

 Bill Brunson, who was instrumental in the design of
Kammarsalen at the Royal Academy of Music [KMH] in
Stockholm, Sweden;

 Franz Zotter and Matthias Frank, who are working at the
Institute for Electronic Music [IEM], at the University for
Art and Music in Graz, Austria;

 Eric Lyon and Tanner Upthegrove, who designed and are
currently running the Cube (Lyon et al. 2016) at iCAT &
Moss Center, Virginia Institute of Technology, USA;

 Natasha Barrett, professor in composition at the
Norwegian Academy of Music [NMH] and NoTAM, Oslo,
Norway;

 Simon Smith, who is currently the technical director at
Birmingham Electroacoustic Sound Theatre (BEAST), UK,
who was previously involved in setting up Kammarsalen
at KMH with Brunson;

 Scott Wilson, who is the director of BEAST;
 Craig Jackson, who is Technical Manager at the Sonic
Arts Research Centre [SARC], Queen�s University Belfast,
UK.

Together, they shared a wealth of information that
allowed us to hone in on a suitable design for SoundLab.
We weighed our Fellowship objectives against available
resources in terms of funding, space, and manpower. The
chosen design is a hemi spherical array of 25 point sources
in three rings, plus subwoofers; see Figures 4�5. The
loudspeakers are Genelec 4030a IP on a Dante (AES67)
network with PoE+ routers. The set up will be semi
permanent, allowing for flexibility and expansion of the
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speaker arrangement as we aim to embrace the
possibilities of a design process that is ongoing and open
to the evolving demands of our activities.

Figure 4. Side elevation of MMT with the hemi spherical arrangement
of loudspeakers (not showing subwoofers or zenith speaker).

Figure 5. Top down view of the design of the loudspeaker array (not
showing subwoofers or zenith speaker).

While we had decided upon the design by mid April 2021,
purchase and delivery of loudspeakers have taken a rather
long time. We enjoy good support from Genelec through
Senior Technologist Tomas Lund (see e.g. Lund et al. 2019)
and the company�s local distributor in Hong Kong, DMT
Technologies. At the time of writing, we have received
delivery of 18 speakers, and foresee completing the array
by February 2022.

The partial array at SoundLab will support the other
objectives listed in the first section of the present paper.
As for outreach events, we are organising an EAM concert
with local sound artists at the end of 2021, and a student
concert. In the coming year we are hosting the conference
for Data Art for Climate Action (DACA 2022) and other
public events, as well as conducting experimental
research and composing electroacoustic music.

Follow the development of SoundLab via the website,
https://soundlab.scm.cityu.edu.hk/.
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Since January 2019, I have been engaged in active collaboration with Beiguan musicians at the Taipei National University of the Arts in Taiwan. This
ongoing artistic research has so far resulted in a composition for Beiguan musicians and electronics, The space in between, which was premiered at
the Kuandu Arts Festival in Taipei in September 2020. This lecture will discuss my experiences in composing electroacoustic music for traditional
instruments, while considering how the materiality and rhythmic implications of Chinese language and dialects � in this case, the dialect main
tained in Beiguan pronunciation, Guanhua � were treated within an electronic context programmed in Csound.

Keywords: Beiguan, Taiwan Electroacoustic Music, Guanhua, Csound.

Background to the Work
The impetus for this project came from Die Hannover
sche Gesellschaft für Neue Musik (HGNM / The Hannover
Society for Contemporary Music) as part of their a bian
nual project, TRAIECT (Traditional Asian Instruments and
Electronics). My own background as a composer already
includes some overlap with the study of traditional mu
sics: I first went to Taiwan in 2014 on a research grant
from the University of Cincinnati Research Council, and
from 2015 2019, I was based mainly in Beijing, where I
focused on studying and composing new works for Chi
nese instruments. The �new� element in this project was,
perhaps unusually then, not the practice of cross cultural
and cross lingual collaboration (although, it bears saying
that this is unique to each individual project, and not a
static thing one arrives at), but the introduction of elec
tronics into my work.

The compositional construction of this piece focuses on
the balance between fixed and rotating mobile elements:
the performers play off of individual scores, and should
not view a copy of the other musician�s part in perfor
mances. Both scores use modified gongche notation
from Beiguan, which I adapted to meet the needs of the
work. Gongche notation does not inherently specify
rhythm for events. In traditional pieces, the score rather
serves as a reminder, and is set to a qupai, or fixed melo
dy. In these cases, the rhythm conforms to the known
melody, the performance context, as well as the sug
gested temporality of the lyrics. In my scores, the gong
che notation suggests the speed of recitation through the
relative size of the characters according to the visual
spacing within a given system, each of which represents
a block of approximately 25 seconds in duration. There
fore, the exact placement of the live events between the
two musicians in relation to one another and the tape, is

not perfectly in sync or the exactly the same from per
formance to performance.

What serves as the fixed element in this piece is the elec
tronics: there is no click track, but the tape part serves as
a touchstone and also, for me, a type of aurally transmit
ted score, with which a fluid exchange of time with the
live parts is created.

Creation of the Electronics
My process for working with electronics in this piece was
three fold:

(1) Firstly, it consisted of a collection process. I wanted to
include the imprint of physical sounds in the electronics
from the two places this piece was connected to: Hanno
ver and Taipei.

Beiguan has not a singular style, but rather can be seen
as an overarching category for many connected styles
using different instrumental families. I was most inter
ested to explore the more dramatic, operatic world of
Beiguan, and collaborated with Taiwanese writer and
interdisciplinary artist Autumn Tsai on the creation of a
new text for the work connected to the story of Wang
Zhaojun, a Western Han Dynasty peace token who was
sent to the borderlands. This text was then adapted to
gether with the two, musicians Liu Yu Hsiu and Li Chi
Chien, to fit the grammatical syntax of Guanhua, the dia
lect whose pronunciation is preserved in Beiguan.

From the beginning, I had the idea to use Yu Hsiu and
Chi Chien�s vocalisations directly within the tape: I want
ed to create a mimicking and blur between the two live
performers (both of whom vocalise while playing either a
plucked string instrument or a small drum) and the elec
tronics. At the same time, I saw this as a way to decon
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textualise the linearity of the text � which itself is a col
lage across historical sources and Autumn�s own narra
tive � by creating a dynamic transversal between the
literary characters, the Beiguan voice types, and the
timepoints across Autumn�s script. At the collection stage,
Yu Hsiu and Chi Chien recorded excerpts from Autumn�s
text using the different character and voice archetypes
from Beiguan, which vary in the age and gender the per
former assumes. Some of these excerpts were thus re
recorded several times, and then appear in fragmented
and processed forms across the work.

At the same time, I spent several months collecting re
cordings from the Moog Modular Synthesizer 55 at the
fmsbw Elektronisches Studio in Hannover. At this stage, I
wanted to create very raw, complex, noise based sounds,
even sounds that I didn�t necessarily immediately like or
want, so that they could be �mined� and altered later. I
ended up with a few hundred recordings from the Moog
as a result of this process.

(2) The second stage of the creation of the tape part in
volved �mining� the raw materials from stage one.

With Csound, I was especially interested in creating small
webs of material with cycles and random functions, so as
to unwind and further explore the details and rhythms of
the Guanhua vocalisations. For the voice, it was relatively
easy to understand how the material would react. But, I
could not necessarily predict how the Moog material
would react alongside the voice recordings within some
of these smaller modules, so it was, to some extent, a
testing process with refining their coexistence. My goal
was to carefully balance these two sound sources in the
electronics, while weaving them together in a way where
one would not feel a sense of displacement. In addition, I
sought to create a connection between the spinning na
ture of the live voices with the directionality of the ste
reo electronics: in a performance, the two musicians are
spread across the stage, while the text and material mu
sically crosses and overlaps itself. The electronics also
explore a sort of cross hatching and instrumental dis
tance through the use of panning.

These smaller processes I treated in a fluid way, continu
ally adapting the code to the samples and vice versa. The
exported recordings from my work with Csound were all
rather short � ranging from eight to forty five seconds
� and were gathered over a period of several months.

The creation of the two gongche scores was done simul
taneous to this stage of the process, and was also directly
influenced by my earlier working process with the elec
tronics. The idea of adding acoustic �filters� to the live
voices � asking the performers to add varying degrees of
noise interference to their recitations through vocal fry

and timbral coloration � grew out of my working pro
cess with the Moog.

(3) The final stage was the composition of the electronic
tape itself. Although the smaller exports from Csound
were left intentionally open in the mining stage, I began
to adapt and categorise the material by timbral content,
literary meaning and speaker, plus musical need, into a
fixed version. I wished to create a sonic environment in
which a �spinning mobile� between the individual and
interrelated moments both across and within the tape
and the live voices would be possible.

Thoughts on Collaboration
Like myself, Yu Hsiu and Chi Chien were new to working
with electronics. And, although they had not previously
worked with living composers from outside a Taiwanese
context, they had no qualms about the integration of
new technology into their performances. The usage of a
new text from a living writer within a Beiguan setting
proved to be a more radical idea, but was one that they
warmed to with time. I think that in this context, linguis
tic access was very important for creating an open ex
change between Yu Hsiu, Chi Chien, Autumn, and myself.

The logistical challenges of this piece came largely from
the difficulties of rehearsing across the internet due to
the pandemic. The space in between was premiered in
Taipei in September 2020, while I was in Germany. It was
more difficult to hear the balance between live and elec
tronics parts over video calls; I was also not able to be
there directly in the hall to adjust the levels during the
concert. I am therefore looking forward to rehearsing
and hearing the piece live during a performance of
TRAIECT this November at the Sprengel Museum in Han
nover.

In addition to the preparations for this upcoming concert,
I am continuing dialogue with the individual musicians
and the Traditional Music Department at Taipei National
University of the Arts. While this type of work demands a
considerable investment of time and research in order to
approach it in a comprehensive way, the expressive
breadth of Beiguan music merits continued and detailed
exploration.
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In listening to electroacoustic music, different contexts intervene whose relationships determine the musical significance of the work. On the one
hand, there is the context defined by the work itself, made up of all the sounds, structures, events and sound objects that are part of the piece and
whose organization allows the work to be identified as such, as a unit. On the other hand, there is the context formed by all the baggage of
knowledge, experiences, expectations, beliefs and assessment criteria that the listener has built or acquired prior to listening to the piece of music.
The relationship between these two contexts, the one defined by the piece and the one existing in the mind of the listener, can be complex and
subtle, going beyond mere referentiality. The use in the piece of elements previously known by the listener can be almost subliminal (the listener
perceives familiarity with something known but is not aware of what element it is) or generate a clear expectation regarding the structural evolu
tion of the music. Each sound object in the piece defines a sub context within the piece, which makes it possible to distinguish what is its own and
what is foreign to it. This article presents different contexts and sub contexts involved in listening to music, explores their relationships and aspires
that the ideas presented are useful as conceptual tools for the analysis of electroacoustic music.

Keywords: Electroacoustic music, system of contexts, focal pitches, analysis, reduced listening.

The core of this article is divided into three parts. The
first part presents different contexts involved in listening
to electroacoustic music. Their general characteristics are
described and, in some cases, specific analytical tools are
proposed for its study. The second part shows how these
contexts interact with each other. Eight types of binary
relationship between contexts are presented and phe
nomena arising from these relationships are examined.
Finally, the third part provides additional examples that
illustrate how these contexts work cooperatively func
tioning as a true system.

Part I: The Contexts
There are four types of context that will be considered in
this paper and that are involved in listening to electroa
coustic music. They are defined by:

� The inner content of individual sound objects.
� Musical segments that encompass various sound

objects. These contexts will be called local contexts.
� The musical piece.
� The knowledge, experiences, expectations, beliefs and

assessment criteria that the listener has built or
acquired prior to listening to the piece of music. This
context will be called the external context.

They will be denoted by the letters w, x, y and z, respec
tively. Each of them is discussed separately below.

The Inner Content of Individual Sound Objects (w)

Each sound object defines a context. It defines a border
that separates what is part of it from what is not. This
means that no matter how complex the interior context

of a sound object is, it will be perceived as the internal
richness of a single sound. We now present concepts that
prove useful for the analysis of the interior of a sound
object.

First and second order focal pitches. There are sound
objects of a certain duration and complexity in which it is
possible to clearly perceive one or more pitches that be
come the focus of attention during listening. These
pitches can form true internal melodies that characterize
the evolution of the sound object. They will be called
first order focal pitches. It is very useful to analyze a
sound object by locating first order focal pitches on its
spectrogram. This allows a 'spectral dissection' operation
that consists of separating the focal pitches on the one
hand and the rest of the sound object without those fo
cal pitches on the other. In this remainder, other focal
pitches may eventually be perceived that had not been
consciously initially detected. These new focal pitches, if
any, will be called second order focal pitches. The con
cept of focal pitch can be generalized to that of focal el
ement to encompass any characteristic of the sound ob
ject that is relatively stable and with high salience.

Internal rhythm. Perceived changes in the spectral quali
ty of a sound object can give it an internal rhythm. A par
ticular case is when a first order focal pitch presents per
ceptually clear amplitude oscillations whose peaks (local
maxima) do not exceed on average five or six per second.

Local Contexts (x)

A local context is a musical segment that encompasses
various sound objects. Local contexts are organized hier
archically, the large ones encompassing the smaller ones.
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The Musical Piece (y)

It is the context defined by the piece itself. It is made up
of all the sounds, structures, events and sound objects
that are part of the piece and whose organization allows
the work to be identified as such, as a unit.

The External Context (z)

It is the context formed by all the baggage of knowledge,
experiences, expectations, beliefs and aesthetic musical
assessments that the listener has built or acquired prior
to listening to the piece of music. Included here is the
listener's knowledge of sounds from the external world,
including their causes and meanings. His or her
knowledge about works, musical styles, musical composi
tion and technological tools related to the creation of
electroacoustic works also belong to this context. The
listener's perceptual capacity is also part of the external
context.

Previous Work on Contexts

Innumerable references to factors external to the work
can be found in the literature, for example:

In my discussion of music, I would like to use the term 'mi
mesis' to denote the imitation not only of nature but also of
aspects of human culture not usually associated directly
with musical material. (Emmerson, 1986)

The existence and usefulness for the analysis of contexts
of type w and x also has antecedents in the literature.
See Smalley's distinction between texture carried and
gesture carried. Even the term context is used in the fol
lowing quote:

... we can refer to the context as gesture carried or texture
carried. (Smalley, 1997)

In relation to the transition from one type of context to
the other, Smalley uses the expression

We seem to cross a blurred border... (Smalley, 1997)

This leads us to the next section.

Borders between Contexts

There are sound events that inhabit a border area be
tween contexts of type w and type x. Between one type
of context and another there is a diffuse zone, of transi
tion. It is possible for example that certain events are
halfway between roughness and fast iteration. In other
words, between a context w (a sound object with rough
quality) and a context x (that presents in rapid repetition
a version without roughness of that same sound object).
This transition zone is related to the way perception pro
cesses acoustic changes at different time scales. Its musi

cal importance is echoed in the following statement by K.
Stockhausen.

Thus the transition from one time area to another causes a
change in our perception of phases. This observation could
form the basis of a new morphology of musical time.
(Stockhausen, 1959)

A musical example that exploits this transition zone is
presented in the third part of this paper.

Contexts and Time Scales

C. Roads (2001) lists nine time scales. There is a correla
tion between the contexts of type y and z with the mac
ro and supra time scales, respectively. Likewise, it is
tempting to relate contexts of type w and x with the
sound object time scale and the meso time scale. How
ever, a context of type w is defined more by qualitative
factors rather than quantitative / temporal issues. The
defining quality of type w is that it is texture carried, in
Smalley's terms. A three minute drone is a w type con
text, and a half second melodic gesture, made up of
three pitches in rapid succession, will define a type x
context as long as the listener hears that there is more
than one sound in that unit.

Contexts and Musical Entities

Many relationships involving sound objects and local
contexts (Rww, Rwx, and Rxx) can be based on the same
common nucleus. That nucleus can be a sound, a spectral
quality, a succession of pitches, etc. The different vari
ants around this nucleus will be perceived as different
facets of the same entity (and not as different entities).
The contexts involved in these relationships are the
'stage' where an entity is presented from multiple per
spectives. Each recontextualization of the nucleus gives
rise to a new experience that adds to the previous ones
to favor a deeper understanding. Each new perspective
reveals a particular manifestation of something more
general. A geometric analogy seems pertinent. A cube
viewed from the front looks like a square. If you look at it
from another perspective, you can see other faces. The
experience offered by each new angle of observation is
integrated with the previous ones and deepens the un
derstanding of the object of perception. The different
experiences are not associated with different entities but
with different facets of the same entity. The third part of
this paper presents a detailed example of an interval (C
G) that through successive recontextualizations leads to
diverse musical meanings. It will also be seen that each
pitch of this interval tells a different story, C changing its
spectral quality and G crossing the boundary that leads
from roughness to iteration, that is, it crosses the dividing
line between contexts of typew and contexts of type x.
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Part II: The Eight Types of Intercontextual
Binary Relationship

In this section, eight types of binary relationship between
contexts will be derived. For this, it is necessary to know
the type and quantity of contexts that a piece of music
can have. Usually a piece presents several sound objects.
Each of them defines a context of type w. Sound objects
are integrated into larger, hierarchically organized units.
These units define contexts of type x. It is evident then
that there are many contexts of type w and type x in the
same piece of music. Rather, there is a single context of
type y and a single context of type z for each particular
listener (the piece itself and the background of that lis
tener, respectively). Each type of context is related to
others of the same type, in case there is more than one
context of that type, and also to each of the other three
types of context. This creates eight fundamental types of
relationship between contexts: Rww, Rwx, Rwy, Rwz, Rxx, Rxy,
Rxz, Ryz.

Figure 1. Diagram of some relationships between two sound objects
taken from Base Metals, by D. Smalley.

Relation Rww

Any relationship between two sound objects is a rela
tionship of type Rww. The relationship between two
sound objects can be complex and reveal the potential
information that the second object generates by 'rein
terpreting' focal elements of the first object. By way of
illustration, it is useful to compare the first sound object
of the work Base Metals, by Dennis Smalley, with anoth
er sound object of the same piece that begins at 3' 05''.
The first object has two first order focal pitches, the fre
quencies of which are indicated as F1 and F4 in Figure 1.
The second object has F4, but not F1. The retained focal
pitch that was perceived clean in the beginning is now
affected by roughness by the presence of spectral energy
at frequencies adjacent to F4 and followed by other first
order focal pitches of frequencies F3 and F2 that alto
gether originate a true internal melody. The top part of
the figure also shows the amplitude envelopes of both
sound objects. Later in this paper it will be shown how
these envelopes, among other factors, influence in dif
ferent ways the relation of these sounds with the exter
nal context.

Relation Rwx

Any relationship between a sound object and a local con
text is a relationship of type Rwx. The nature of the Rwx
relationship determines whether a sound object is inte
grated with others in a single gesture or if it contrasts
with what surrounds it thus acquiring a particular relief.
The study of Rwx also allows us to better understand the
different types of interaction that can occur between the
interior of a sound object and what is outside it. Two
types of interaction between a sound object and a local
context are examined below, which will be called combi
nation rhythm and projection, respectively.

Combination rhythm. It is a particular type of interaction
between a sound object and its own local context. It
combines the traditional notion of rhythm with that of
the 'internal rhythm' of sound. The traditional notion of
rhythm assumes a relationship between two or more
different sounds. An isolated sound is not in itself a
rhythm. To be part of a rhythm that sound needs to
'connect' with others. Rhythm is a phenomenon 'exter
nal' to individual sounds. In electroacoustic music, on the
other hand, it is also common to find sounds that have
an 'internal rhythm'. The combination rhythm is that
formed by the combination of the internal rhythm of a
sound object with the external rhythm that it forms with
the sounds that surround it. B. Parmegiani made a graph
ic transcription of his composition De natura sonorum. At
time 1 '44'' of the first Étude (Incidences / résonances)
this transcription symbolically reflects four consecutive
sound objects. At the top of Figure 2 are the symbols
used by Parmegiani for these sounds. The letters A, B, C
and D are not part of the original transcription but have
been added here to identify the four sound objects in
this fragment. The last one (D) has an internal rhythm
that interacts with the external rhythm defined by the
preceding sounds. The internal rhythm of D is reflected in
the spectrogram.

Figure 2. Combination rhythm formed by the interaction between
external rhythm and internal rhythm.
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Projection. This type of interaction takes place between
a sound object and a local context, which may or may not
be the same one in which said sound object is presented.
The fundamental idea is that there are relationships that
originate between different elements of a local context
that can be 'projected' inside a sound object. In other
words, the internal life of a sound object reflects pro
cesses that take place outside of it. Something that hap
pens in a context of type x is projected onto one of type
w. Consider for example two consecutive vowel sounds,
instances of the phonemes / u / and / a /. It is possible to
project the relationship between these two sounds into a
single sound object, whose internal life is based on the
continuous transformation that leads from one to the
other. The beginning of the Étude Élastique, by B. Par
megiani, provides an example (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Projection of the sequence A B inside C

The sequence of sounds A and B in the right channel is
projected shortly after to the left channel inside sound C.

Relation Rwy

This relationship takes the whole of the piece as the en
vironment of a particular sound object and analyzes how
the context of type w defined by this particular sound
object is related to everything that happens in the piece.
It is here where the extraordinary potential characteris
tics of this sound object emerge with respect to all the
others present in the analyzed composition. The first
movement of G. Ligeti's chamber concerto for 13 instru
mentalists presents an exceptional event consisting of a
long �E flat�, tenuto, pp, senza vibrato that sounds in five
octaves. In the context of the piece, this event marks a
before and after. On the contrary, the pronunciation of
the letter 'C' in the composition entitled ABC by P. Lansky,
is a salient event only at the level of its own local context,
since it is the only vowel sound that is heard in about half
a minute. However, considering the complete piece it is
clearly seen that it is one more vowel sound among
many other vowel sounds that appear when pronouncing
other letters of the alphabet. We will return to this piece
in Part III.

Relation Rxx

Local contexts are organized hierarchically, the large
ones encompassing the smaller ones. Rxx is the relation

ship between two local contexts, of the same or different
structural level. When the related local contexts belong
to different structural level, Rxx can reveal interesting
phenomena, for example that a small local context sum
marizes what happens in another of a higher level. Just
as a local context can be projected inside a sound object,
a local context can be projected onto a lower level one.
This idea of projecting the large into the small is at the
heart of fractality.

Relation Rxy

This relationship allows to have the complete panorama
of the structure. The piece shows the relative temporal
position of each local context, which defines its formal
function in the whole (exposition, development, 'reprise',
etc.).

Relations Rwz , Rxz y Ryz

These relationships originate the phenomena of quotes,
referentiality and evocation. Also the different listening
modes enunciated by different authors are determined
by the nature of these relationships. For example, atten
uating or eliminating (if this were possible) the relation
Rwz, that is, the relation between a sound object and the
external context, leads to the concept of reduced listen
ing by P. Schaeffer. On the contrary, in D. Smalley's so
called technological listening, we have that the relations
Rwz, Rxz and Ryz displace the others:

Technological listening occurs when a listener �perceives�
the technology or technique behind the music rather than
the music itself, perhaps to such an extent that true musical
meaning is blocked. (Smalley, 1997)

The 'invasive' role of the external context is clear. The
'blocking' of musical significance mentioned by Smalley
in his quote coincides with the idea that the three rela
tions discussed here can displace the internal relations
Rww, Rwx, Rwy, Rxx and Rxy. In other words, the relation
ships that involve the external context are imposed on
the others in a particular and excessive way. The system
of contexts is an analysis tool and accounts for this sce
nario without condemning it, admitting it as one more
way of 'listening' among other possible ones. For Smalley,
however, this situation does not lead to "true musical
significance".

The Rwz relationship of each of the sound objects repre
sented in Figure 1 reveals that the first of them has a
high referential power to a bell like sound. The second,
on the other hand, does not refer to the external context
with the same force due to its amplitude envelope and
the roughness of the focal pitches, among other factors.
At most it can be interpreted as a 'sonic metaphor' for a
bell like sound.
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Any observation regarding the style of a piece of music
involves examining a Ryz type relationship.

The z context of the composer. A case of particular in
terest is that of the composer, who during the composi
tion of the work has probably heard the sounds of his
piece dozens of times, both separately and in different
combinations, always carefully and critically examining
its constructive and functional potential. The final version
of a sound object may be the latest in a series of refine
ments on previous versions. The composer will be able to
identify the sounds with which he worked even when
they are part of complex textures. Obviously, the rest of
the listeners, who have not had the experience of listen
ing repeatedly and separately to the sound objects, will
perceive the music in a different way from that of the
composer. The context z of the listeners is very different
from that of the composer. The composer often assumes
that what he or she hears is similar to what the audience
of his or her piece hears in the first place. The compos
er's context z has unique peculiarities, so it is not possi
ble to expect a high intersubjective correlation between
this context with the z contexts of other listeners.

Part III: Additional Examples
This section presents concrete examples of how the sys
tem of contexts operates in electroacoustic works.

ABC by Paul Lansky.

The listener's expectations system can be activated
through the use of 'cultural objects' external to the work,
objects that the listener knows and whose sequential
structure allows predicting its normal continuation. For
example the alphabet (a, b, c, d, etc ...) or the natural
numbers ordered from least to greatest (1, 2, 3, 4, etc ...).
The piece ABC by P. Lansky provides a clear example.
After having heard the sounds corresponding to 'a', 'b',
'c', ... the listener expects ... 'd', and then ... 'e'. The in
ternal context of the piece favors this tendency, making
the time distance between one letter pronunciation and
the next always the same. In the absence of temporal
regularity, the predictive power generated by the alpha
bet alone is weakened. It is the mutual cooperation be
tween the external context and the internal context that
arouses the emergence of expectation regarding the ap
pearance of the next letter pronunciation. This analysis is
an example of a Ryz type relationship. As an example of a
relationship of the type Rwx, consider for example the
sound object that corresponds to the letter 'C' and its
local context. In the sound object a noise component and
a downward pitch inflection are perceived successively.
There are no other vowel sounds in the vicinity (the pre

vious one occurred 16 seconds before and the next will
come after 16 seconds). In this way, the local context
contributes to the local salience of the sound of the 'C',
allowing the memory to record it firmly. Significantly the
downward pitch inflection of the sound object lands on
the pedal note that is sounding from the very beginning
of the piece. This agreement between the last part of a
sound object with its local context of getting the same
note gives rise to a subtle effect of resolution.

Break Up by Jorge Rapp.

The first CD of electroacoustic music edited in Argentina
includes the work Break Up by Jorge Rapp. The piece
reaches a climax and, after a brief silence, allows to hear
an applause, which creates the impression that the work
is applauding itself, thus usurping the role of the audi
ence. This is a particular case of a Rxz relationship.

Smalltalk by Paul Lansky.

The work Smalltalk, by Paul Lansky, conveys the most
subtle nuances and inflections of the human voice in the
context of a conversation. However, the only thing that
the composer leaves hidden at the beginning of the piece
is, precisely, the vocal timbre; instead uses a plucked
string sound. At a given moment, almost in a ghostly way,
the voice is glimpsed for very short moments and deep in
the background, as if it were revealing its presence from
a hiding place, which leads to a retrospective resignifica
tion that allows us to understand that the voices were
there from the very beginning of the piece, but the
awareness of this does not occur until later. This phe
nomenon shows that the relationship of a musical piece
with an element of the external context may be different
from the explicit quote or reference.

Chopin by Guillermo Pozzati

The piece uses piano sounds to quote passages from
Chopin's waltz Op. 64 No. 2 and also uses human voices
to pronounce the name of the aforementioned composer
in French. The listener who knows Chopin and his work
then connects on the cognitive plane sounds as different
as that of a piano and that of the human voice. The unit
is then supplied by the relations with the external con
text (relations of the type Rwz and Rxz) and not by internal
relations.

El Sendero de Cristal by Guillermo Pozzati

The following analytical comments are based on the ste
reo version of this piece2. Figure 4 shows the content of
the left channel at the very beginning of the work. It is a
local context, x, which encompasses two lower level local
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contexts, x1 and x2, both have a common nucleus, the
succession of pitches C G. x2 provides a new perspective
in time with respect to x1, it shows that the separation in
time between C and G can be greater than at x1. In other
words, after C, G may take longer to appear. Resignifica
tions such as the one described occur in local contexts
whose duration and complexity is compatible with the
capacity of the listener's short term memory. When x2
starts, features of x1 are in short term memory and in
this way perceptual data can be integrated and give rise
to new meanings.

Figure 4. Two local contexts with a common nucleus, C G. The
separation time between the two pitches is longer at x2 than at x1.

The spectrogram of x1 is shown in Figure 5. It reveals os
cillations in the spectral energy of G that are perceived as
roughness. While Rw1z shows referentiality to piano
sound, Rw2z is weaker in that sense, roughness weakens
referentiality to piano.

Figure 5. Spectrogram of x1.

This passage has been analyzed as the sequence of two
sound objects, the first based on a C with a piano sound

and the second based on a G with a rough quality. Actu
ally C does not disappear when G enters, which can be
seen in the spectrogram, but the preeminence of the
latter justifies the analysis.

Figure 6 shows a higher level local context of approxi
mately 16 seconds duration that encompasses the previ
ously analyzed context x. The succession of pitches C G
that x presented from two different perspectives, is pre
sented in this longer segment from multiple perspectives.
One of them, boxed in the figure, occurs a little more
than two seconds later in the right channel. The infor
mation supplied is multiple, the 'C' is rough (the referen
tiality to the piano sound is weakened), the G is crossing
the border that goes from roughness to the fast iteration
(the referentiality to the piano sound is strengthened)
and, finally, a pitch F that had been clearly heard a mo
ment before appears sandwiched between the two base
pitches.

Each note tells its own story. G moves from pianissimo to
fortissimo, from roughness to rapid iteration and delays
its appearances until it disappears. In Figure 6 eight oc
currences of this pitch are indicated. In the right channel,
at time 6.4s, G crosses the boundary that divides the
roughness of the iteration. This is the last appearance of
G in this segment that constitutes the first section of the
piece. Here G acquires a new harmonic meaning by the
influence of the preceding B flat. On the right channel,
beginning at time 11.1s, two sound objects are heard. In
the figure they are indicated with the horizontal curly
bracket (2). The first presents a B flat and the second an
F, but the internal life of this last sound allows the previ
ous B flat to be heard fleetingly. When comparing this
process with the one indicated with the curly bracket (1)
which includes the previously analyzed example of F

inserted between C and G it is seen that in both cases
there is an isolated pitch that reappears immediately
subordinate to others (or another) different. The differ
ence lies in the way they reappear, while F reappears as
an independent sound object, B flat reappears instead as
part of the internal life of a single sound object. Figure 7
schematically shows the aforementioned difference.

Figure 6. First section of the piece
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Figure 7. Two cases of recurrence with subordination of the same pitch.

C, for its part, is presented from different spectral per
spectives. Compare in the right channel the two occur
rences of C indicated in Figure 6 with a dotted arrow. The
second C has a lot of energy above 4000Hz. This relative
ly high level of spectral energy above 4000Hz is a recur
ring phenomenon in the first seconds of the right chan
nel whose spectrogram is shown in Figure 8.

Clearly audible energy peaks are shown with rectangles.
The second rectangle corresponds to the second C just
mentioned.

Figure 8. Spectral energy peaks above 4000Hz in the right channel.

Finally, a relationship between this first section and the
end of the piece is analyzed. The work ends with a sound
object lasting more than 20 seconds. The main notes of
both sections together form a diatonic network. In the
beginning the notes are mostly parts of different sound
objects. In the end, the notes form the inner life of the
sound. They characterize layers of a texture that consti
tutes the very fabric of the final sound object. This is an
example of Rwx, where the time scale of the sound object
is the same as that of the local context.

Conclusions
This paper has presented a system of contexts relevant
for musical perception and examples that suggest how
this system can be used in the analysis of electroacoustic
music. Perhaps the greatest utility of the presented ap
proach is that it offers a unified view of concepts and
terms as disparate as section, reduced listening, fractality,
sound, musical piece, style, etc. The ideas presented in
this work can also be of benefit to the composer since
they do not imply any imposition of technical or aesthet
ic restrictions. The system of contexts will always be op
erating, regardless of whether the composer is aware of
it. Knowing the interactions of this system invites us to
explore its concrete possibilities musically, always with
the freedom that art supposes.
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1 Sound examples accompanying this paper available for free download
at
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eO20QJu9jsvOUKxeudmnS5
Mvei9AhgF?usp=sharing or by contacting the author.

2 Originally composed in 3rd. order Ambisonics and rendered for a 24
channel hemisphere.
































































